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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
It is generally believed that there is a shortage
of teachers.
in quality.

This concept does not mean in number, but
With an increase in competent and efficient

teachers, supposedly there may be an elimination of the
lazy and incompetent teachers.

Chamberlain and Kindred

emphasize:
••• There are still far too many positions
filled by those who merely "keep school" and
who each afternoon "beat the children to exists."
In too many cases there is a lack of intellectual capacity, of academic interest of enthusiasm
for teaching, or any real concern for children.
Success in teaching calls for a degree of
dedic a tion beyond that required in most vocations.1
Generally, it may be assumed that these vrri ters take
the position that teachers not dedicated to their profession are lacking in intellectual capacity, academic
interest toward pupils progress, and possess no enthusiasm
for teaching.

Therefore, it is believed that a prospective

te a cher lacking in the mentioned qualities should not
be consider for a teaching position.
There appears to be c onsiderable agreement on the
importance of the question of how p ersons with superior
1

Leo M. Chamberlain and Leslie w. Kindred, lli reach- er and School Organization {New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc.,
i958J, P• 96.
·

2

competencies, trai t s and qualifications can be selected.
Some persons would agree that a high standard of teacher
preparation may serve as a frame of reference for selecting the best qualified te a chers .

Chamberlain and Kindred

point out:
Selective admission to teacher preparation
is a controversial subject. All concerned agree
that the profession needs the largest proportion
possible of persons of superior talents. These
persons would be characterized in g e neral by ·.
good scholastic aptitude, emotional stability,
pleasing and positive personality, genuine intellectual interests, and physical fittnesso
2
•••
The position of these authors would imply that it
is highly recommended that all pe r sons lacking in any
of the above qualities should be excluded from teaching.
It may be said that the use of criteria for selecting teachers may exclude the incompetent teachers.
Therefore, it is believed that with the use of desirable
criteria for selecting te a chers, certain changes may
occur.

These changes may bring in democratic selection

procedures and therefore produce more efficient teachers
for our American youths .
A.

Statement of the Problem

It is believed that proper teacher selection is a
responsibility that faces all school administrators and
school boards .

2

Ibid .

1

Furthermore, it appears that this

pp .

97-8 .

3
responsibility has been met with varying degrees of
success despite research that has been done in this
area during the past several years.
There appears to be agreement that administrative
res p onsibility for effective teacher selection has
been established.

Therefore, major efforts toward

f a cing up to this responsibility would necessarily
involve seeking answers for such questions as:

(1)

What are some of the desired competencies, traits,
and qualifications expected of prospective teachers?

(2)

Vfhat are some criteria which may be used to

identify these qualities and consequently serve as
a mean of identifying qualified teacher personnel?
This study has been made for the purpose of
presenting certain proposed criteria to be used in
effective teacher selection.

B.

Importance of the Problem

The selection of teachers is, and will continue
to be, one of the most important administrative responsibilities.

Grieder and Rosenstengel say "no other duty

of the administrator is more important than teacher
selection. 113

Te a cher selection has a history of develop-

ment equivalent to the development of our public schools,

3 calvin Grieder and William E. Rosenst e ngel Public
1

School Administration (New York:
any, 1954) 1 P• 181.

The Ronald Press Comp-

4
In the earlier days, as it will be pointed out in this
study, teacher selection was a relatively simple matter,
since persons with little training were employed to
"keep school"•

The position of Deffenbaugh and Ziegel

in reference to teacher selection importance follows:
••• The fact that many new teachers are needed each year makes it necess a ry for school
executives to exercise very great c a re in the
selection of teachers. Poor teacherf are, in
in the long run, expensive teachers.
It may be assumed that these writers take the
position that pupils are entitled to the best teachers
obtainable.

To this effect, it may be the idea of the

writers that since each year nearly every system must
employ some new teachers, the experience of selecting
teachers yearly would offer school executives an
opportunity to increase the efficiency of the teaching corps.
It would appear that the experience of hiring
competent teachers is a highly rewarding one.

Con-

sequently, it follows that the experience of having
selected incompetent teachers would bring embarrass ment
upon all school officials.
In reference to the importance of teacher selection,
Eby and Arrowood say:

4w.

s. Deffenbaugh and illiam H. Ziegel, Jr.,
Selection a5d Appointment 2£. Teachers (Washington, D.
C.: U; s. overnment Printing Office, 1932), Bulletin
No. 17, Monograph No. 12, p. 10.

5
Outside of the universities there was no
teaching profession before the 16th century.
Teaching had been simply a temporary occupation,
an apprenticbs~ip to the priesthood and not the
business of a lifetime. The Reformation period
brought about a marked change so far as the
te a ching office was concerned • • • • A new
spirit was stirring in the schoolroom, and
teac hing was accorded a new dignity.
•••
Gradually teachers w!re employed for a longer tenure of office.
It is intensely inter e sting to note the great
concern for better teacher selection procedures during
the 16th century.

Therefore, it may be said that the

importance of teacher selection dates as far back as
the 16th century.
It may be assumed, almost without exception, that
a sound educational system is based on well educated and
efficient teachers.

Without this type of personnel all

efforts in education are likely to be futile and our
educational goals are seldom within reach.

Grieder and

Rosenstengel further state "the teacher is the heart of
the school system; the truism, •as is the teacher, so
is the school', while timeworn, is nevertheless most
6
fitting.n

c.

Method of Procedure

Through an analysis and evaluation of materials

~

5Frederick Eby and Charles F.
Arrowood, T~ Dev;lop-

.2.!

Modern Education(New York:

1937), PP• 178-9.
6

Grieder and Ro s enstengel,

Prentice-Hall, Inc.,
TI

2J2.:.

Cit., p. 181.

6
appearing in books, bulletins, journals and other periodic al s, many factors relative to teacher slection were
studied.
Additional information was sought through the use
of a combination checklist and qu e stionnaire sent to
administrators of various seconda ry schools.

It was

felt that this would be an effective source of data to
assist in the proposal of certain basic criteria for
the selection of secondary school teachers.
The combination checklist and questionnaire was
mailed to forty secondary school administrators.

It

was felt that such a sampling would be sufficiently
representative of different types or classes of schools
to determine administrators ideas concerning selection
of prospective teachers.

This approach was follo wed to

obtain insofar as possible, a representative sampling
relative to seeking information on desired competencies,
traits and qualifications expected of prospective teachers.
The schools and administrators for the study were
selected from The Interscholastic League of Colored
Schools at Prairie View Agricultural and Mechanical
College, Prairie View, Texas.

These schools and

administrators were selected by a procedure felt to
represent a fair sampling of schools.

This procedure

7
involved selecting ten schools from these classes:
Class AAA, Class AA, Class A and Class B schools.

There

were a total of forty schools selected for the sampling.
The procedure further included the listing of the first
school in each class and followed by a listing of each
third school until the total of ten schools from each
class were obtained.
It may be pointed out that administrators were informed by letter that direct refe r ences would not be
made so as to associate responses ·.vith names, persons
or schools and that the treatment of d a ta would be
dealt with on a composite basis.

In k e eping with

this obligation, no further references are to be made
to the name of cooperating schools exce pt

to list them

as follows:

CLASS AAA SCHOOLS
Schools
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.

10.

Lincoln High School
Dunbar High School
Moore High School
Anderson High School
Longview Colored High
School
Dunbar High School
heatley High School
Jack Yates High School
G. W. Carver High School
Central High School

Locations
Dallas, Texas
Fort · forth, Texas
Waco, Texas
Austin, Texas
Longview, · Texas
Texarkana, Texas
Houston, Texas
Houston, Texas
Houston, Texas
Galveston, Texas

CLASS AA SCHOOLS
Locations

Schools
l.
2.

3.
4.

,.

6.
7.
8.

9.
10.

Carter G. Woodson
High School
Blackshear High
School
Carver High School
Carver High School
Terrell High School
st. Paul High School
Fred Douglas High
School
Bruce High School
Marvin Paynes High
School
V eldon High School

Abilene, Texas
Odessa., Texas
Midland., Texas
Greenville., Texas
Denison., Texas
Greenville., Texas
Sulphur Springs., Texas
Gilmer., Texas
Dekalb., Texas
Gladewater., Texas

CLASS A SCHOOLS
Schools
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.

10.

Locations

Washington High School
Lakeview High School
Wallace High School
De Priest High School
Wheeler High School
Carver High School
Carver High School
Park High School
\'T ashington High School
Hamilton Park High
School

Vernon., Texas
Big Spring, Texas
Colorado City, Texas
Hamlin, Texas
Wortham, Texas
Dawson., Texas
McGregor., Texas
Kerens, Texas
Bonham., Texas
Dallas, Texas

CLASS B SCHOOLS
Schools
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.

J. J. Rhoads High
School.
Carver High School
Douglass High School.
Douglass Junior-High
School
Carver High School.
Haynes High School
Carver High School
Dunbar Junior-High
School
Coleman High School
Dunbar High School.

Locations
Childress., Texas
Pampa, Texas
Quanah, Texas
Quitaque., Texas
Levelland., Texas
Spur, Texas
Anton., Texas
Tahoka, Texas
Coleman, Texas
Brady, Texas

CHAPTER II
SOME PRACTICES IN TEACHER SELECTION
Educational history has revealed that during the
Colonial period, one would find that community people,
through representation i n town meetings, selected
1
teachers.
To this effect, it may be assumed that if
there were criteria for such selections, they were
relatively simple and possibly not pur p osefully planned.
As towns grew in population, it became increasingly
evident that methods of selecting teachers were inadequate.
It has been reported that before the end of the Seventeenth
Century, the General Court of the Massachusetts Colony
directed that the choice of teachers be delegated to
specific individuals known as Selectmen of each town.
2

This method extended through the Seventeenth Century.
It has been observed in Massachusetts that by the

1w.

S. Deffenbaugh and William H. Ziegel, Jr.,
Se1ection and ~intment !?! Teachers(Washington, D. c.: ·
u. s. Government Printing Office, 1932), Bulletin No. 17,
Monograph No. 12, P. ~; R. Freeman Butts, "Search For
Freedom," Journal of National Education Association,
49:33-34, March, 19b0.
2

Thomas E. Finegan, 11 Compulsary Education", !h!,
Enczclo£edia Americana (New York: Americana Corporation,

1957), IX, 600-2.

10
first quarter of the Nineteenth Century, the operation
of most New England school communities was the responsibility of certain educational authorities.

However,

it appeared that in most Massachusetts Communities the
selection of teachers was distinct from other educational
responsibilities.

This responsibility appeared to have

been left in each district to a so-called "prudential
committee", whose resident is believed to have been in
a subdivision district of the town. 3
Vith the growth of cities, it was only natural that
more power should be concentrated in the hands of the
local school committee or board of education.

It is

believed that with the extending of more power to the
school committee or local board, the "prudential
committee" continued to exist for a short duration.
However, the next stage in the development of
effective teacher selection came vii th an Educational
Renaissance stimulated largely by Horace Mann in 1840.
Thus, it is assumed that Mann's crusade or the professionalization of teaching resulted in the creation of the
position of the superintendency.

Through this development,

the superintendent was responsible to the school committee
or board of education for the professional supervision and
administration of the city school system and, consequently,

3neffenbaugh and Ziegel, Loe. Cit.,

11

for making recommendations for the appointment of teachers o

A.

BASIC CONCEPTIONS AND VALUES OF TE .CHING

Those supporting public education have agreed that
equal educational opportunity for all would not have
been pos s ible without public schools .

Thus , it appeared

that public schools could not fulfill their mission
without competent teachers o
It is recognized that the responsibility of te a ching
children requires both general and professional trainingo
If one is to gain s ome basic conceptions of teaching,
special attention should be given to these qualities of
preparation .

Cottrell expresses this idea:

•.• The learnings necessary in the early culture
were gained in the family and by apprenticeship
in the economy .
•••
•••
Teachers were generally of the lesser sort,
ill paid and without special training . They lacked
the respect of those who were otherwise engaged in
meeting the problem of a new societyo ••• 4
In reference to the above statement, it may be
generally assumed that earlier learnings for prospective
teachers were gained in the family o

It may be further

stated that apprenticeship training was in existence during
the early development of teacher training programs .

Thus ,

it is believed that the earlier type of teacher training

4 nonald Po Cottrell, (editor) and Others, T~~~
~£~cation :E£r !_F~~ ~~£E±!:.._ (N ew·York : ·The American
of Colleges For Teacher Education , 1956), pp . 19-20.
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programs did not offer the teachers the desired training
program as expected by administrators today.

It was

further pointed out that since the earlier type te acher

training program did not equip the teachers for professionalization, the teachers pos s ess little training.

Cottrell

continues with these points:
To Massachusetts goes the honor of establishing the first public school in 1839 for prep a ring
t eachers for the public schools.
The debate here
had been carried on by private citizens-an
illustrious list that included John Q~incy Adams,
Daniel Webster, and Horace Mann • • • •
It is generally accepted that teacher's preparation
programs should consist of a representative number of
problem solving experiences which may assist one in
teaching youths.

Again Cottrell emphasizes these points:

••• The earlier program of teacher preparation
assumed that teaching-+earning was a rela tively
simple process whi ch could be learned by
imitation.
•••
One reason modern programs of teacher
education differ from e arlier programs is
they are based on a different conception of
learning. The modern conception of learning
as problem solving has far reaching implications
for both the goals of teacher edug a tion and
the methods of teacher education.
Some additional thoughts relevant to basic concept-

5Ibid.

2

6rbi6

p. 21.
p.

16.

13
ions of teaching in earlier days were as follows:
Teacher compensation was on a meager basis.
Teaching was usually considered a makeshift or
parttime job. It was the last measure of
professional and business incompetence. It
was not even a well defined trade with standards of preparation and fittness. 7
It seems that teaching is a task which involves
seeking an understanding of childr en and seeing them
as a mirror reflecting the people with whom they have
made contact.

Haskew has this to say:

Children derive most of their value
sc a les-their notions of what is not desirable
behavior-from the groups to which they belong.
•·• Their attitudes to wa rd strangers, toward
Republican or Democratics, toward labor unions
are influenced sharply by the family and social
groups they grow up ,vi th. 8
It may be said that education for all would not
have been possible without public schools.

It appears

that the only way the public schools can fulfill their
mission is through the selection of efficient and
competent teachers.
Bossing says "the values of te a ching would involve
the teaching of self-realization, human relationship,
economic efficiency and civic responsibility objectives 11 • 9
It has been generally accepted that qualities of
personal attractiveness, fairness, balance, patience,

7Edward • Reisner, The volution of the Common
School(New York: The llacilllan Company-;-1930), p. 393.
8 Lawrence D. Haskew,~ Is - Teaching(New York:
Scott, Foreman and Company, 1956), p. 59.

9 Nelson L. Bossing, Teaching~ Secondary Schools
(New York: Houghton-Mifflin Company, 1952), pp. 16-18.
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dependability, thoughtfulness and skill in explanation
are constants in the equipment reouisite for successful
teaching in secondary school systems.
It is interesting to note that Massachusetts is
recognized as being the first State to eat ablish the
first public school for preparing teachers for the
te a ching profession.

Thus, some authorities emphasized

that early concepts on teaching were vague because it
was believed that teaching-learning was le a rned by
imitation only.

Nevertheless, modern concepts on the

problem indicated that teaching-learning should involve
problem solving situations.
Finally, it may be said that the values of teaching
would involve a sincere interest in the profession and
an inner urge or drive to be succ e ssful.

B.

SOME FACTORS INFLUENCING TEACHER SELECTION

It has been said that traditional teacher selection
has progressed from lay citizens committees to boards
of education and finally to the superintendent of schools.
It is obvious that the actual appointment in most school
system is a legal responsibility of the boards of
education.

Thus, it seems at this time that the most

essential element is the process of selecting these
candidates for teaching assignments.

15
On the contrary, it is believ e d that those who have
res p onsibility for selecting and hiring te a chers are
en ga ged in an extremely imp ortant work.

Therefore,

effectiveness in teacher selection may be re garded as
a contributing f a ctor to a democratic instructional
pro g ram.
Schuster points up the following factors as having
influence on teacher selection:
1.

Agreements made between teachers and
superintendents without the use of merit
rating.

2.

Selection of beginning te a chers to hold
down budget.

3.

Selec t ion of relatives of b o a rd members.

To obtain the services of hi g hly skilled professional teachers s e emingly would involve establishing certain
standards to be used for their selection.
a rds may be classified as criteria.

These st a nd-

Therefore, adequa te

planning and care are recommended to be used in the
process of selecting teachers, since they are usually
hired on a long time base.
It has been apparent that teachers spend several
ye a rs in obt a ining their professional preparation.

10

Arthur H. Schust e r, "Leadership in the Selection
of School Staff," lli Clearing House, XXXIII (November,
1958), p. 36.
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Since the te a cher, who spends several years in preparation
and training usually is considered to have made an investment in his education, we may call this investment his
capital stock.

It is believed that the community that

hires this prospective teacher makes a worth while investment in having s e cured the service of an efficient
teacher.
It may be generally agreed u p on that it is virtually
imp o s sible for any individual, other than professionally
trained school personnel, to evaluate the prepa ration or
qualities of prospective teachers.

Therefore, one may

say that a person with no professional background or
professional training should not participate too much
in teacher selection.

Chamberlain and Kindred take

this position with reference to the above st a tement:
• • • How, for e x ample, c an a person act with
any lar g e de gree of intelli g ence in the selection of a teacher, who does not know what is
being taught at the school level a t which
the teacher is to work or why it is being
taught at the school l e vel at which the t e acher is to work, who does not even know the
meaning of the technical terms used in teacher preparation and certification, and who has
h a d no experience in judging those intan gi ble
qualities that enter into teaching success
and that are in no degree reflected in a
transcript of credits? The only basis upon
which a teacher should be selected is the
estimated efficiency with which he will
perform all the duties assigned him, and
predicting efficiency is prec a rious enough

17
even when the task is performed by one of wide
professional training and experience.ll
Thus, it is strongly believed that due care should
be exercised by those who have the responsibility of
teacher selection.

Only tho s e applicants, who are well

qualified by character, natural ability, educ a tion,
training and experience should be ch J sen.

Otherwise,

generations of children will be the victim of incompetent and inefficient instruction.

It appears that

teachers selected upon any basic other than merit and
fitness for the positions which they are to occupy
are in danger of becoming liabilities rather than
assets to the community.
A progressive program of selection, admission,
wlimination and final recommendation of t eachers should
began with marticulation in college and c rried through

t o cer t 1..f.1.ca t·ion. 12
Certification to teach is not a right, it is a
privilege to be granted only in terms of capacity in

11 Leo M. Chamberlain and Leslie

w. Kindred, 1h!.
Teacher and School Organization( New York:
PrenticeHall, Inc7'; 1958), pp. 107-8.
12 Earl V. Rugg, 11 The Expanded Program and Scope of
Teacher Education," Teacher Education Curricula National
Survey 2.£ lli Education£! Teacher9, III(l935), p. 6.
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scholarship, kno wledge, abilities, interests, health,
personal and social qualities, character and ideals
deemed essential to education in a democracy. 13
It is suggested that the interview technique may
be regarded as a standard selection procedure, since
it is believed to produce a more reliable quality prediction than the records furnished by educational
institutions, inclusive of intelligence, college marks,
and faculty rating .
sent the real person.

The interview is believed to preThrough this procedure certain

personal traits involving English usuage, speech habits
and posture can be observed very closely.

It is gen eral-

ly believed that speech habits and posture traits can be
very harmful to student groups if they are not of high
quality.
Hearn has expressed this point of view relative to
interviews:
Judgment by principals on classroom control,
meeting individual needs, cooperation with
colleagues, group projects, class discussions
and efforts toward professional growth predict
general competencies, but an interview giyes a
more positive result relevant to traits. 1 4
It may be assumed by administrators that schools
t h rive with teachers who are willing to adapt or adjust
themselves to new situations .

Usually, it is believed

l3Loc 2 Cit.,
14

Arthur c. Hearn, "Relationship Between Specific
Traits and General Teaching Competencies," Educational
Administration !ru! Sup ervision, XXXIX (1953), p. 500.
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that a teacher, who is concerned with growth realizes
that if one rejects membership in professional organiz a tions, fails to integrate with his community and
denies himself the exciting explor a tion of his power,
is not serving his profession adequately.
The success of any school program appears to
depend largely upon teachers with desirable talents,
temperaments, and backgrounds of professional preparation.
It appears that the basic need for the new school is not
the teacher, if this need impli es a sterotype.

It is

believed that the school which is to serve large numbers
of youths must fulfill its objectives through its core
and teacher selection program.
Allen has this to say:
A school which attempts to serve the
multiple interests of youth today regards
the wide differences in traits and needs
of adolescents as the core of its program
and as an asse! in the struggle against
regimentation. 5
In the process of summarizing, certain basic factors
influencing teacher selection are:
1.

The progress from the lay-citizens to the board
of educ a tion and finally the superintendent in
selecting teachers for our public schools.

1 5carrie w. Allen, 11 The Teacher Needed For the New
School, 11 School Exeeutive 1
(February, 1948), p. 62.
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2.

The le g al responsibility of actual appointment
power being in the h ands of the local board of
education.

3.

The establishing of certain standa rds to be
used in selecting prospective teachers.

4.

The preparation standards increasing with the
demands of society in prospective teachers
preparation programs.

5.

The raising of administrators prepa ration
standards in orde r to employ competent
administr a tors.

6.

The pro g ressing of the int e rview as a st a ndard selection procedure.

7.

The recommendation of more professional
membership in professional or gani z ations.
1.

Teacher-Selection:

A Long Ran g e Process

It has been recommended by various writers that
the selection of teachers should be regarded as a
lon g rang e process covering a period of years and
involving several steps.
The first of these steps would involve the recruiting procedure to be used.

This process would involve

initial contacts with prospective teachers during their
high school program.

These p romising students should be

21
encouraged to p repare for college and advised regarding
a future career in the teaching profession.
The selective process would be the second step.
Through this procedure, it is recommended that each
student be observed through his preparation period,
and on through early years of teaching experiences.
The ultimate purpose of this long period of observation
would be to offer long term permanent appointment to
those who prove themselves worthy.
How long should a teacher be kept on trial?
One year is certainly not long enouch .
In most
systems where the probationary period is used,
it covers a period of three years. It seems
that this.timi should meet all the demands of
conservation. 6
2.

liinimum Preparation

Through an analysis of data and other reference
sources, it is recommended that all prospective teachers
offer evidence of at least a prescribed minimum of
professional preparation and experience appropriate to
the position sought .

In general, this minimum usually

consists of four years of education beyond the high
school, with a degree from an approved college .
Generally, it is believed that professional preparation
has been largely conceived of as having had appropriate
courses in professional education to constitute a part of

16

M. E. Moore, Parent, Teacher and School (New York:
The MacMillan Company, 1926), pp . 359-60 .
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one's preparation for a teaching position in the secondary school.
The minimum preparation of prospective teachers as
listed by The Texas Education Agency indicates:
1.

Teachers in Texas elementary and secondary
schools are required by law to hold a valid
Texas te a cher's certificate for the grade
level, speciali zation area or position to
which they are assigned.

2.

Have completed in a Texas
higher learning, a course
which the Constitution of
and of the State of Texas
emphasis.

3.

Have completed at least six semester hours
in American History or three semester hours
of American History plus three semester
hours of Texas History. 1 7

institution of
or courses in
the United States
have been given

Carr gives the following as ingredients of prospective teach ers preparation:
A teacher should (1) have a broad general
education; (2) be an expert in his field of
instruction; (3) be a master of te a ching
techniques! and (4) know how children grow
and learn. 8

17 Texas Education Agency, Teacher Certificat!..2!!_
!.!! Texas. On July 4, 1955, the State Board of Education
adopted these policies in this bulletin, No. 573 pertaining to Teacher Certification in Texas. pp. 1-5.
18william G. Carr, "The Professional Preparation
of Teach e rs," The Journal of Teacher Education. X,
No. 4 (December·,;7:959 ;-p7 487.
-
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Some additional information pertaining to the
minimum preparation of teachers indicates:
1.

Subject matter--at least twenty-four
semester hours of concentration in a
subject matter area identified with
a field of teaching in the secondary
schools, and a minimum of eighteen semester hours in a second field of secondary
school teaching.

2.

Professional seouence--approximately
twelve semester hours. This includes
studies in history and philosophy of
secondary education, growth and
~
development of adolescents, techniques,
curriculum and methods appropriate to
the sec ondary level of education.

3.

Free Electives--approximately thirteen
semester hours. These electives may be
used to build toward preparation for teaching in an additional field, or for meeting
the special needs or interests of students.

4.

Professional Laboratory Experiences-approximately six semester hours. A
program of directed teaching under skilled
supervision in which regular students
engage in all activities normally performed by regularly employed teachers.i9

From an analysis of data on the subject, the following items are presented:
1.

Content Courses Re o uired- at least 24 semester
hours of concentration in a subject matter
area identified with a field of teaching in
the secondary schools, and a minimum of 18
semester hours in a second teaching dield
in the seconda ry school curriculum.

1 9Texas Educ · tion Agency, "Proposed Criteria For
Approval of Undergraduate Program of Teacher Education
In Texas Colleges and Universities." This material is
an excerpt from the Official Agenda of The State Board
of Education Meeting on July 5, 1954.
(Mimeographed).
p.
47.
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2.

Specialized Professional Preparationapproximately 12 semester hours.
This
includes studies in the history and
philosophy of secondary education,
growth and development of adolescents,
curriculu; techniques and methods for
secondary education.20

It is interesting to note that many educ &tors
believe in the specialization area of preparation for
prospective-secondary school teachers.

Therefore, it

ma y be believed that subject matter specialization may
present the prospective teacher as a competent and
highly skilled person.
Education history has revealed that the general
development of authority to issue teaching certificates
has been from town and township officials, to county
superintendents and to the State Department of
21
Education.
It has been further observed that in order to
train teachers, the institutions in the United States
must in general be approved by the State Department of

20

Texas Education Agency, Standards E2.!:, Teacher
Education In Texas. A Bulletin of new stand a rds for
evaluatingundergraduate and graduate programs in
te a cher education, which was approved by the Board of
Education on July 4, 1955 as published in Bulletin
No. 574. p. 19.
~

21 Paul J. Leonardm "Certification Requirement",
The Encyclopedia Am ericana.
(New York: American
Corporation, 1957), XXVI, p. 313.
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Education in which the school is located. 22
It may be generally concluded that quali f ications
for seconda ry school positions now includes requiring
four year preparation pro grams with a definite trend,
especially in the senior high school, to ward a five
year re quirement.

Therefore, it seems as though

tre n ds to ward requiring more college preparation of
prospective teachers are evident in all cities regardless of size.

It is recommended strongly that longer

periods of p repar a tion of teachers would reduce the
n e ed for p revious professional te a ching exp erien c es as

a prerequisite for appointment to teachin g positions.

22

~

Cit.,

CHAPTER III
SOME PREVAILING CONCEPTIONS OF COMPE TENCI ES,
QUALIFIC ATIONS AND TRA ITS DESIRED OF
SECONDARY SCHOOL TEACHERS
It appears that the complexity of modern democratic
civilization has placed a premium on individual intelligence as a guide to one 1 s adjustment.

Therefore, it

has followed that te a chers should have command of the
knowledges, skills, insights, attitudes and appreciations
by which youths can become progressively self-directive.
Generally, teachers of today are prepared to utilize
what is known on what to teach and how to teach relevant
to the aptitude of pupils.

To this effect Cubberley

has said:
••• \ hat ever plan is devised for selecting
teachers, it is important that the incoming
teachers should contribute s omething to the
leavening of the whole corps. A superintendent ought, each year, to be able to feel
that, in consequence of the good selections
made, the teachers entering his schools
are an improvement over those of previous
years in education, training, and teaching
skills. Such a condition materially
lightens the duties of the supervisory
corps, because the constant introduction
of such a stream of new teachers brings
new ideas, new enthusiasm, and new standards
of educ tional and professional preparation
to all.

1

1 Ellwood P. Cubberley, Public School Adm~nistration
(New York:
Houghton-Mifflin Company, 1922), p. 225.
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The search for behavior patterns, professional
qualities and characteristics, which may be thought to
be associated vath a teacher's competencies, qualifications and traits has continued.
Usually, it is believed that teachers' behavior
would involve such f - ctors as the tendency to be
sociable, businesslike, active, tolerant and interested
in pleasing others.
In light of the idea previously stated, human
relation may be regarded as a factor to be recommended
for consideration the selection of teacher personnel
for secondary schools.

From a v a st amount of data, it

was observed that the teacher's attitude toward children
may influence the extent of achieving democratic teacher-pupil relations.
Generally, it is felt that there are many qualities
which an administrator serving in the capacity of selecting prospective teachers may want to consi d er.
qualities may include, (1)

These

positive character, (2)

f a vorable attitudes toward being practical and (3)
stability in character.
It is usually assumed that the success or failure
of a school may be determined to a considerable degree
by the eduction and experience of the teacher.

In

light of this, it h a s been interesting to note that
certification standards usually aid professionally,
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prepared teachers and dis q ualify unprepared teachers.
It is usually recommended that a person desiring
to te a ch should be a well adjusted individual, who has
solved f or himself the kind of problems that his pupils
a re now attempting to solve.

A.

COMPETENCIES

It is generally un d erstood that the t e a cher's
influence upon the cha r a cter and development of the
pu pil and the growing role of the schoo~ as a dyn a mic
social institution would place e mphasis on personal and
professional competencies possessed by teachers.
Relative to desir able competencies on the pa rt of
prospective teachers, the follo wing items are presented
along with certain interpr e t a tions:

1.

Is He Emotionally Stable?

It is assumed that a teac h -

er who p ossess emotional stability is a q uiet and
self conversing person.
Commission on Te a cher

Relative to this factor, the
duc a tion has pointed up these

items:
As in case of other qualities, teachers
naturally vary as to emotional maturity and
powers of intelligence. It is the regrettable
fact that in some localities, laxities of
sel ection, both for preparation and for employment, admit individuals to t eaching, who are
emotionally or intelli gently unsuited to the
performance of their duties. Hor is it easier
than in other occupations to separate from
their posts those who have weakened on these
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counts

2

In our present complex society, there exists many
problems occurring daily, and unless prospective teachers are emotionally stable, it is assumed that they
can not solve pupils• problems.
Such questions as the following are recommended,
which may be observed during a personal interview:
he easily disturbed?

Is he under strain?

Is

Nervous?

Is he quiet and self possessed in conversing with
others?

These are presented with the idea that they

may be used in locating or determining the prospective
teacher's mental and physical ability in handling
disciplin a ry problems of youths .
2.

How Enriched Does His Background Ap pear From A
Cultural Stand-point?

In reference to this

question, the Commission on Teacher Education
further points up:
••• The Cultural backgrounds of teachers
naturally vary, the average level being higher
in some sections of the country than in others.
On the whole, however, those responsible for
their education cannot assume that they have
had ready access to great works of art or
music or that they have been saturated in
li tera tur e of the highest quality.
• •• 3

2 The Commission on Teacher
Education, Teachers
~ Times (Washington, D. c.:
American Council on
Education, 1944), p. 9.

J ~ Cit.
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It is recommended that the follo wing c uestions maybe
used in the personal interview to aid in determining the

(1)

cultural ba ckground of prospective te a ch ers;

What

is his bre a dth of views resulting from reading, gen eral
knowledge, travel and oth er relative areas?

(2)

Does

he show refinement in manner and speech?

J.

Is He Logical In His Thinking?

Logical thinking

seemingly would involve or refer to such questions

(1)

as:

Does he grasp the significance of a

question promptly and give evidence of selecting
his ans wers in light of the total situation?

(2)

Are the logical think e rs' ans wers evasive, aimless
too lengthy?

Bo

TRAITS

Usually the procedures used in selecting prospective
teachers are pertinent to teacher's professional duties.
Therefore, an analysis of both personal and professional
traits are to be reg a rded as extremely significant.

From

this point of view special consideration has been directed
toward traits desired of prospective teachers.
First a definition of traits would be appropriate.
Fund defines a trait as "a distinguishing feature of
quality, especially of mind or ch e.racter ••• "4

4rsaac K. Fund, New Standard Dictionary {New York:
Fund and Wagnalls Co mpany, 1947), p. 2547.
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It is recommended that the following general items
may be accepted as important traits of prospective
teachers:
(1)

Scholarly Traits.

It is generally believed that a

prospective teacher should possess a desire for
advanced study in h er te a ching field in an effort
to make contributions to the field.

Cottrell has

this to say in reference to a scholarly teacher:
For the teacher-scholar another
dimension is imperative--(5) creativity in
the translation of ideas and ideals into
action in service to others. The very
word "profession" and the natur e of the
teacher's work demand that he goes beyond
the search for greater understanding and
insight to the use of kno wledge in
facilitating change in society and in
helping others to take an intelligent
part in society • • • • 5
(2)

Traits of Leadership.

This principle may apply to

the prospective teacher's ability to lead individuals.
Cottrell has emphasized the following facts:
The teacher also is charged with helping
others to develop and use their powers for
personal and social good. Action based upon
reflection implies respect for facts and
discipline in the process of analysis and
synthesis, discriminating judgment, and a
high sense of responsibility for what one
s ays and does. For the teacher to guide
bis own actions intelli g ently is no small
task. · For him thus to guide children and
youth, each in the li ght of his potential
ability, requires positive leadership.
•••

5 nonald P. Cottrell, Teacher Education For A Free
People (New York: The American Association "of9College
For Te a cher Education, 1956), pp. 57-8.
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The teacher's leadership role calls for a
high order of scholarship. It must be based
on more than the accumulation of knowlgdge
or even the assimilation of knowledge .
Charters and Waples recommend these twelve traits
as essentially significant in teacher selection.
are;

They

attractiveness, breadth of interest, carefulness,

considerations, enthusiasm, fluency, judgment, health,
progressiveness, promptness, self control and loyalty.

7

What are some of the personality traits, which
persons who expect to enter the teaching profession
should possess or should try to develop?

This question

is one which many administrators are now seeking a
solution for.
Persons who would like to develop pleasing and
well rounded personalities might well emulate this
practice of Benjamin Franklin.

Franklin analyzed him-

self often for the purpose of discovering any deficiencies
wh i ch he had exhibited during the day.

When he detected

deficiencies, as he often did, he promised himself to
correct them or start correcting them at once.
Reeder offers these items as being indicative of
desirable traits of prospective teachers:

6 Ibid.

1

p.

(1) sympathy,

57.

7. W. Charters and Douglas Waples, The Common
V ealth Teacher Trainin~ · Stud~ (Chicago, Illinois& The
University Press, 1929, P• 7.
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(2)

personal appearance,

(5)

enthusiasm,

ity,

(8)

C.

(6)

(3)

optimism,

scholarship,

fairness, and (9)

(4)

sincerity,

(7)

physical vital8
reserve and dignity.

QUALIFICATIONS

One of the first essentials in the determination of
qualifications would be a careful examination of state
requirements.

The possession of a license or certificate

to teach is assuming the prospective teacher has met
those qualifications referring primarily to his preparation.
It is generally assumed that all prospective teachers
should possess at least four general qualifications.

The

first of the four, seemingly would be health and vitality
as characterized by physical and mental abilities.

Good

health and vitality are considered to be essential to
good teaching.

Yeager says "•••

It is gratifying to

note that educational institutions are giving greater
attention to health f a ctors in prospective teachers".9
A second qualification which may be desired of all
prospective teachers is intelligence.

It has been

observed that teaching on all school levels has become

8 ~ ard G. Reeder, A First Course in Education (New
York: The Macllillan Company, 1950), p.° 489.

9 william A. Yeager, Administration and the Teacher
(New York:

Harper and Brothers Company,

1954), p. 138.
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more complex and creative in nature.

It is assumed that

due to this complexity and creativeness in teaching,
higher levels of intelligence are required.
The third general qualification which may be desired
of prospective teachers is that of social intelli g ence
and its accompanying attributes.

Since teaching usually

involves the necessity of getting along with people, it
is recommended that they have self as well as social
assurance, poise, tact and ability to adapt themselves
to social situations.

It is generally assumed that a

socially competent teacher creates an environment in
which learning takes place.
A fourth general qualification which may be desired
of prospective teachers may be the possession of a sound
philosophy, characterized by an optimistic attitude toward life.

Usually it is found that this particular

philosophy should radiate good judgment, freedom from

worry, a pleasing personal appearance, courage to face
situations and a good sense of humor.

Gould and Yoakam

emphasize that:
Teacher's philosophy is important. For the
teacher to carry on his instructional activities
on a professional level, he must first have a
point of view or philosophy of the educational
enterprises in a democracy • • • •
It would seem then that the serious problem
facing the prospective teacher is the development
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of a consisten
te a ching.
• ••

10and intellig ent

philosophy of

It is recommended that a good cultural background
be required of prospective te a chers.

This cultural

background usually influences pupils toward the better
things in life, which seemingly would be revealed in
eon~ervation, manners, dress and interests.
A fifth general qualific a tion, which may be desired
of prospective te a chers is centered around preparation,
both professional and specialized.

It may be a definite

f a ct that we have existing in our present society today
higher standards of educ a tional preparation.

From all

observation, cons id erable emphasis has been placed on
general educatio

as well as breadth of training and

culture.
Reeder says:
If a person is to obtain and retain a
position as a teacher, if he is to accomplish
all that he might with his pupils, and if he
is to acquire advancement and happiness in
his profession, he must be ade quately prepared for his work.
The day when
nyone
can teach school" has passed • • • •

11

In the selection of prospective teachers for
secondary schools, it is recommended that this person

10

George Gould and Gerald A. Yoakam, The Teacher
and His Work (New York: The Ronald Press Company,

19541,p79b.

llReeder, .Q:e. Cit.,

PP• 491-92.
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or persons obtain education in an area of specialization
for the specific requirement of the position.
De Young recommends the following as desirable personal, social and professional qualifications of prospective
teachers:
Pers£nal Qualificatio!!!_
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

6.

Possess a sound body, physical vigor and good
posture.
Possess good mental health and emotional
maturity.
Possess a well cultivated and sound philosophy
of life.
Possess a constructive and positive outlook
on life.
Possess a good sense of humor.
Possess the habitual use of effective English.

Social Qualifications

1.
2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

Should be able to get along with people in
an interdependent society.
Should possess or develop a talent for friendship.
Should possess a capacity for sympathetic
understanding.
Should possess an interest in community,
state, national and international affairs.
Should believe in the improvability of the
human race.
Should like working with children and young
people.

Professional Qualifi cations
1.
2.

3.

4.

Should possess high moral and ethical
standards demanded by the profession.
Should possess a basic understanding of
children and teaching techniques.
Should be able to org a nize materials and
activities so that pupils will learn
economically.
Should be willing and able to prepare for
and grow in the profession.
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5.

Should dedicate themselves to a profession
that is devoted to service and sacrifice.

6.

Should possess adequate physical vitality
to meet the strenous demands of teaching. 12

It may be generally concluded that on the basis of
ideas relevant to prospective teacher's competencies,
qualifications and traits, societys• changes must be
recognized in our teacher-training programs.

Thus,

it appears that in our present society, teachers must
have a strong command of knowledge, skills, insights
and appreciation, in order that the pupils under the
te a cher's guidance may benefit from her teaching.
It is strongly recommended that incoming teachers
ought to make a contribution to the school's organization.
A teacher may contribute new ideas, new enthusiasm and
standards to the school's program.

Thus, it is highly

accepted that the experience of hiring competent and
efficient teachers may reward an administrator with
teachers possessing these qualities.

Thus, it appears

that the only possible way to obtain highly efficient
and competent teachers is by selecting them on the
basis of certain acceptable criteria.
Thus, it may be said that as teachers become better
educated, better selected and more matured, there will

1 2chris A. DeYoung, Introduction to Public Education
(New York: McGraw-Hill Company, 1955);-pp. 368-9.
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be a tendency to move a way from the great emphasis on
the previous professional teaching exp e rience re q uirement.

It seems that key positions would involve

demonstration of competencies throu gh general experiences.
Thus, these experiences may be noticed between scholarship, personality, student-teaching records, qualities
of leadership and other objective evidence of success.
Finally, from observation and analysis of materials
on the subject, it is str ongly recommended that administr a tors standards for teacher selection must be in
keeping with the demands of our present society in
order to obtain professionally prepared teachers and
disqualify unpre pared teachers.

CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS AND INTERPRET ATION OF DATA
In collecting data for the purpose of shedding more
light on an hypothesis, there is usually a concern for
the use of an instrument.

Such an instrument may be

described or designed as a tool for use in performing a
task.

The combination checklist and questionnaire was

used as a sampling device to find out current ideas or
concepts.

These current ideas or concepts were in

reference to what administrators desired in prospective
teachers.

The major desires were with reference to

prospective teacher competencies, traits and qualifications.
It is believed that the device may be considered
valuable.

The valuation of the instrument may be

concluded by saying it answers the question asked
earlier" hat are some of the desired competencies,
traits and qualifications expected of prospective
teachers?"

It was felt that only administrators, who

are concerned with the problem yearly could probably
offer insights into this problem.
As implied, the sampling population for this study
consisted of forty school administrators gathered from
the Texas Interscholastic League of Colored Schools inclusive
of Class AAA, AA, A, and B schools, to whom questions were
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ma iled.

The responses were excellent as evidenced by

t h irty-one principals res p ondin g o r a total of seventyseven per cent.

The percent ag e

r ang es of the res p onses

will be shown on the t a bles which follo w.

TABLE I
QUALITI ES OF PERS ONAL T~AITS AS EVALU ATED BY IHIRTYONE ADMINISTRA TORS
ITEMS

1.

Placed Significance
Placed no
_ _ _Si~ific a nce
No.
~-No.

Recommended procedures
for determining
qualities of a prospective te a cher 1 s
professional and
personal traits:

(a)

(b)
(c)

( d)

( e)

An analysis
of lit era ture

17

54

14

46

Oral int e rview

30

96

1

4

Observing one
while in
stu dent-te a ching

26

83

5

17

Close scrutinizing of one 1 s
application and
photo g r a ph
20

64

11

36

Others

32

21

78

10
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In reference to recommended procedures, which may
be used in determining a prospective teacher's personal
traits, Table I gives oral interview as the most desired
procedure used by administrators.

This procedure was

taken from Table I because ninety-six per cent of the
administrators indicated this procedure, while four
per cent of them gave no response to the procedure.
The second item of importance relevant to procedures for determining a prospective teacher's p e rsonal traits as observed from Table I was observing the
teacher while in student-teaching.

Thus evidence of

this procedure was chosen because eighty-three per
cent of the administrators recommended this procedure,
while seventeen per cent made no response.
The third item of importance observed from Table I
was when administrators gave close scrutinizing of one's
application and photograph in reference to procedures
used for determining a prospective teacher's personal
traits.

Therefore, sixty-four per cent of the admin-

istrators recommended this procedure, while thirtysix per cent gave no response.
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TABLE II
PERSONS QUALIFIED TO DESIGNATE PROSPECTIVE TEACHERS
TRAITS AND QUALIFICATIONS AS EVALUATED BY
THIRTY-ONE ADMINISTRATORS
Accepting
Items
No .

ITEMS

1.

Not Acce pting
Items
No.

Persons best qualified
to designate teachers
traits and qualifications are:
(a)

Pa.rents

18

58

13

42

(b)

Teachers

19

61

12

39

(c)

Children

19

61

12

39

( d)

Supervisors

28

90

3

10

(e)

Superintendents

12

38

19

62

( f)

Principals

29

93

2

7

(g)

Others

12

38

19

62

The data in Table II indicate the percentage of the
administrators, who recommended the persons best qualified
to designate prospective teacher traits and qualifications
as thus:

Ninety-three per cent of the administrators

recommended the principals as the person best qualified
to designate such traits and qualifications, while
seven p er cent gave no response to this item.
The second persons as indic a ted by Table II best
qualified to designate prospective teacher traits and
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qualifications were the supervisors.

Ninety per cent

of the administrators recommended this person, while
ten per cent gave no response.
It is interesting to note th a t the superintendents
were recommended by thirty-eight p e r cent of the administrators as being the best person to designate prospective teacher traits and qualifications, while
sixty-two per cent gave no response to this item.
TABLE III

P~RSONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF PROSPECTIVE TEACHERS
AS EVALU ATED BY THIRTY-ONE ADMINISTRATORS
Res ponding to
Items
No.

ITEMS

1.

Not Responding
to Items
No.
%

The Personal
Characteristics of
Prospective teachers
are:
(a)

Cleanliness

30

96

l

4

(b)

Attractive
personal
appearance

15

48

16

52

(c)

Ambition

28

90

3

10

(d)

Courtesy

28

90

3

10

(e)

Others

6

19

25

81

Table III gives the percentage of the administrators
in reference to recommending the personal cha racteristics
which may be desired of prospective teachers.

The table
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gives ninety-six p e r cent of the administrators as
desiring cleanliness, while four per cent of them
gave no response.
From observation of Table III, there were ninety
per cent of the administrators who recommended ambition
and courtesy, while ten per cent of th em made no response.
TABLE IV
PREPARATION LEVELS OF PROSPECTIVE TEAC HERS AS
EVALU ATED BY THI RTY- ONE ADMI NISTRATORS
Placed significance
Ho.
%

ITEMS

1.

Placed no
significance
No.

%

The preparation levels
desired of prospective
teachers are:

(a)

(b)

(c)

A teacher with

four (4) years of
professional training and two (2) years
of professional teaching experiences
26

83

5

17

A teacher with five
(5) y e ars of professional training
and no professional
teaching experiences 22

70

9

30

A teacher with five
(5) years of professional training
and one (1) or more
years of professional tea ching experiences
28

90

3

10
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(d)

(e)

(f)

A matured teacher
with no professional teaching experiences and four (4)
years of professional training.

42

18

58

A teacher with twenty
(20) years of professional teaching experiences and four (4)
years of professional
training.
15

48

16

52

Others

25

23

75

8

13

A study of Table IV reveals that the preparation
level most desired of prospective teachers was as indic a ted:

A teacher with five (5) years of professional

training and one (l) or more years of professional
teaching experiences was desired by ninety per cent of
the administrators, while ten per cent gave no response.
A teacher with four (4) years of professional
training and two (2) years of professional teaching
experiences was recommended by eighty-three per cent
of the administrators, while seventeen per cent of them
made no response.
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TABLE V
THE DESIRABLE QUALIFICATIONS CF PROSPECTIVE

TEACHERS AS EVALUATED BY THIRTY-ONE
ADMINISTRATORS
Responding
Not Respondto the items ing to items
No.
No.
~

ITEMS

1.

'

The desirable qualifications of a prospective
teacher are:
(a)

Lateral experiences

27

87

4

13

(b)

A list of desired
qualities

27

87

4

13

High mental capacity and concepts
of continuous
professional
development

28

90

3

10

Pleasing personality and physically matured

27

87

4

1.3

1ho can discipline
her own emotion

27

87

4

13

teacher

15

48

16

52

rli th di gnity of
manner and posture
and speech

26

8.3

5

17

~o accepts criticisms
objectively
27

87

4

1.3

With broad and
extensive knowledge
of her subject
matter

87

4

13

( c)

( d)

( e)
(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

An optimistic

27

47
(j)

(k)

(L)

Positive attitude
toward the te c ching
profession

27

87

4

13

Knowledge in handling
problems involving
children
30

96

1

4

5

16

26

84

Others

Table V gives the percentage of administrators•
recommendations for desirable qualifications of prospective teachers.

There were ninety-six per cent

of the administrators recommending teachers who
possess knowledg e in handling problems involving
children, while four per cent of the administrators
gave no response.
There were ninety per cent of the administrators
recommending a te a cher of high mental capacity and a
concept of continuo~s protessional development in
reference to desirable qualifications of prospective
teachers, while ten per cent of them gave no response.

Many administrators mention as a basic recommendation and suggestion for effective tea c her selection:
applications from prospective teachers, photograph
of the teacher, his or her membership in professional
organizations and social groups and hobby interests.
Some administrators gave as a basic recommendation
for effective teacher selection:

preparation, person-
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ality, initiative, positive attitude toward teaching
and the teaching profession, and moral integrity;
while others indicated evidences of leade rship ability

during the elementary and seconda ry schools and college
days and the professional teaching experiences of the
teacher.
It appears that most administrators agree on the
following as functional and practical values involved
in teacher selection:

The prospective teacher should

be interested in the profession, clean in body and
mind, love for children, desire to grow in the profession and willingness to cooperate.
It i i apparent that some administrators passed
ideas relevant to functional and pr ,. ctical values
involved in teacher selection as thus:

efficiency of

training, efficiency in teaching, reliability, dependability and honesty, willing to do s ome research in
the field of their endeavor and the teacher's philosophy.
There were very few differences in the desires of
the administrators in reference to a prospective teacher's
competencies, traits or qualifications.

CHAPTER V

•

PROPOSED CRITERIA

The need and use of criteria for the selection of
teachers seemingly should be very important because of
research performed on the subject earlier.

Having

criteria as a basis for selecting teachers seemingly
would make less difficult the responsibility of pointing out specific qualities expected of prospective
teacherso
It seems as though some people hold the opinion
that Aristotle and Plato had no professional education
courses and that educational personnel of the present
age need no such program.

It is generally assumed that

validity might be attached to such a view, if all who
sought ad.mission to the teaching profession were Platos
and Aristotles.

In our present society, as was observed

by various administrators of secondary schools, there
must be adequate preparation for employment in the
schools, if those in teaching are to be regarded as
belonging to a profession.
It seems that selecting teachers for a school is a
responsibility upon which the life of the community is
dependent.

Since selection does refer or implies a

choice and rather infers a large supply, the present
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market in teacher personnel seemingly should be kept in
mind when adding or replacing personnel.

It appears

that only through the use of adequate criteria can
effective and efficient teachers be selected.

Thus,

it is believed that the effectiveness of the teaching
process and the success or failure of an individual
as a teacher depend on a multitude of characteristics
or qualities, whereas many are intangible and whose
presence can be recognized only when the proper situation prevails.
Generally, it is believed that most educators
agree on the quality criterion for selecting prospective
teachers.

This criterion may be inserted because of

the pressure the public places on education.

It seems

that the only solution to the question, "How are we
going to secure a high level of education?", can only
be solved by selecting able and efficient teachers.
It is recommended that a prospective teacher
entering a school system should possess several fundamental prerequisities.

The prerequisities may consist

of possessing a high degree of intelligence; a capacity
for vigorous action; a basic quality of social
consciousness including the home, books, schooling,
community, economic factors and travel; an expert
knowledge of subject matter and professional fields;
and a capacity to get along with people in general.
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It is definitely a pleasure to present the following proposed criteria in hope that they may be accepted
and used by teacher selection personnel:
The prospective teacher should:
l.

Possess potentialities for professional growth .
These potentialities may involve such concepts as
recognizing the value of p rofessional liter a ture,
or affiliations with professional organizations.

2.

Present herself as a person who understands children,
possesses the ability to motivate pupils and interest
them in w~at she has for them. Knowledge of this
quality may be detected through personal interviews
or through personal data relevant to the prospective
teacher.

3.

Possess skill in communicating ideals readily through
a broad and extensive vocabulary.

4.

Have performed student-teaching in a school system
which should have equipped her with experiences
relating both directly and indirectly to her teaching fields.

5.

Be matured enough to accept criticisms, which may be
presented from the principal, supervisor or fellowteachers. The teacher who is sensitive, selfish
and over-proud cannot accept these criticisms. The
administrator may observe this criterion through the
personal interview.

6.

Show indication of possessing adaptability to endurance in a poor school system and unfriendly
community contacts. This indication may be shown
through the teacher's ability to make use of what
she has and through the possession of a sound
sense of unaerstanding concerning individual
differences.

7.

Possess or adopt a willingness to adjust her teaching methods and practices to the present needs and
conditions existing in the community in which she
is employed.

8.

Present evidence of mastery of the essential knowledge in her teaching fields, including ability to
evaluate techniques, of acquiring test knowledge,
performing scholarly research and handling pupils.
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9.

Present evidence of ability of organizing her thinking logically, to express one's self by the precise
choice of words, avoiding the use of vulgarism in
conversations.

10.

Have completed four (4) academic years of professional training above the high school level with a broad
field of concentration in Education, and an extensive
knowledge of the liberal arts. This broad field of
concentration in Education would equip the teacher
with intiative for keeping abreast with certain
educational methods and techniques.

11.

Possess the qualities of giving evidence of intelligence, emotional stability, objectivity and
considerateness for others. This criterion · may
present the teacher as a "superior teacher", which
is what most administrators usually desire.

12.

Be a person who is basically superior to her pupils
in a scholarly achievement, maturity and ability in
order to ? lace herself in a position to work effectively with pupils' problems.

13.

Possess an insight on how pupils grow and develop,
the theory of ~earning, and the use of psychology
1
in teaching.
hen such tools are mastered by a
prospective teacher, the teacher is usually believed to possess the ability to solve problems
for pupils. It is recommended that a knowledge
of the fundamentals and principles from a course
in Psychology in Teaching would equip a person with
these principles.
These criteria have been presented with some limit-

ation implied by their being more desirable and functional for the selection of prospective teachers with no
professional teaching experiences.

However, this obvious

limitation may be to some degree balanced off through
the use of these proposed criteria for the selection of
elementary and secondary schoo1 teacher personnel.
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A

P. o. Box 2025
Prairie View · A. & M. College
Prairie View, Texas
May 3, 1959

Dear Principal
Please permit me to introduce myself. I am Elmer Cecil
Parish, a graduate student at Prairie View Agricultural
and Mechanical College, Prairie View, Texas.
At the present time, I am in the process of gathering
data for a thesis study in partial fulfillment for a
Master's Degree in Education. The title of this study
ia "A Proposed Set of Criteria for the Selection of
Secondary School Teachers"•

I

am kindly requesting that the enclosed questionnairechecklist form be executed and returned to me at your
earliest possible conveni ence in order that I may
complete the study.

Please be informed that all data obtained through this
instrument will be treated as composite d ata thereby
eliminating reference to persons or schools.
Thank you in advance for your favorable consideration
of this matter.
Respectfully yours,

Elmer Cecil Parish
ECP
Enclosure:

B
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QUESTIONNAIRE
TEACHER SELECTION IN SECONDARY SC HOOLS QUESTIONNAIRE -C HEC KLIST
You are kindly requested to rank the items which
follow in accordance with y our ac c eptance and /
or write in items which may be more acceptable
to you .
1.

2.

Recommended procedures for use in determining the
quality of a prospective te a cher's personal and
professional traits or qualific a tions:

_(a)

An analysis of the literature, wherein the
judgments of literature are expected in
terms of minimum qualities of p ersonal or
professional traits possessed by an effective teacher .

_(b)

An oral interview with the a pplicant .

_(c)

Observing one while in student-te a ching .

( d)

Close scrutiny of one's ap plication and
accompanying photogra ph .

(e)

Others

(please specify) .

Persons best qualified to designate prospective
teachers traits or qualifications:
Parents
Teachers
Children
Supervisors
Superintendents
Principals
Others (ple a se specify) .

J.

The personal ch arac t eristic expected of prospective
teachers are:

_ (a)

Cl e anliness; the state or charac t er of being
cle a rly free from dirt, the h a bit of k e eping
clean and neatness .
Ambition; an e a ger desire or steadfast purpose
to achieve som e thing commenda ble .
Courtesy; politeness, graciousness and civility.
Others (please specify) .
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4.

5.

The preparation levels desired of prospective teachers
are :
_ _ (a)

A teacher with four (4) years of professional
training and two (2) ye a rs of teac hing experiences .

___ (b)

A teacher with five (5) years of professional
train i ng and no teac hi ng experience .

( C)

A teacher with five (5) years of professional
training and one (1) or more years of teaching
experiences o

___ (d)

A matured teacher with no teaching experiences
and four (4) years of professional training .

_ _ (e)

A teacher of retirement age or qualification
with twenty (20) years of teaching experiences
and four (4) years of professional training .

_ _ (f)

Others

(please specify) .

Desirable qualifications of a prospective te ~cher are:
___ (a)

A teacher with broad and lateral experiences .

_(b)

A teacher with a list of desired qualities .

_(c)

A teach e r of high mental capacity with a
concept of continuous professional development .

_(d)

A teache r with a pleasing p e rsonality and
physically matured .

_ _ {e)

A teacher with dignity of manner , posture
and speech .

_ _ (f)

A teacher who can discipline her own emotions .

_ _ (g)

An optimistic teacher .

_ _ (h)

A teacher who accepts criticisms objectively .

_(i)

A teacher with a broad and extensive knowledge
of her subject-matter .

___ {j)

A teacher with a positve attitude toward the
teaching profession .

_ _ (k)

Others

(please specify) .
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6.

If not previously expres s ed list your ba sic reco mm endations and su g gestions for effective te Pch ers select ion .

7.

List wh a t y ou regard as f u nctional and p ractical valu e s
involved in teach e r selection o

